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The biggest story has been about the Dollar sell off which threatens to be a structural one.
Markets equate that to the positive risk sentiment whereas such a strong trend move requires a
structural reason rather than a cyclical one.
US 10-year notes minus 10-year TIPS is a representation for what market expects inflation will
be in next decade. At 1.82%, the markets feel that Fed has completely taken its eye off the ball
- pledging to keep rates zeroed until 2024 at a time when house prices, mfg, services and Govt
spending are accelerating.
Fundamental case for EUR breakout is not so straight-forward - however if you transpose a Fed
which cares little for inflation it seems justified. If you assume we're entering a period of
monetization, competitive devaluations and fiscal imprudence then Eurozone doesn't lend itself
to any of those things.
Powell and Mnuchin testified on the need for fiscal support while a bipartisan group unveiled a
$908 billion relief bill aimed at breaking impasse on additional relief.
Ten-year Treasury yields rose nearly 10bp S&P 500 soared to record highs, helped by another
dose of vaccine optimism. Very strong bearish trending setup targets a test of the 88.25 2018
base. Close above 91.95 10 DMA needed to reverse course.
EUR/USD surged abv trend-line stretching down from 2011 highs, knocking out its Sept high at
1.2014. Beyond its 76.4% Fibo of the 2018-2020 slide at 1.2103 focus shifts to 2018's 1.2556
peak. Close below 1.1931 10 dma needed to stop this surge 1.2022, 38.2% of this week's rise is
key.
Markets remain wary of simmering U.S.-China tensions. House seen backing bill that could
block China firms from US securities mkts. 6.5400 support for 6.6030
There is no word of Brexit compromise from EU or UK. EU’s Barnier to update on UK trade talks
at 0730GMT today. Bias remains up while well tested 1.3325 10 DMA holds on close. Targets a
test of 1.3481 Sept and 2020 high
USD/JPY was subdued after starting its fourth week of higher lows and reverting to the middle
of November's 103.18-5.68 range at 104.43. It should close above last week's 104.76 high to tip
yet another attempt to disrupt downtrend begun in March.
USDINR: First of December will forever be etched in memory as it marks MSCI rebalancing
flows and the risk that it can happen even at the last hour in cash. The stronger currency is what
can derail recovery if you go with 90's experience of Asia. Hence anchor to stay. Murmur of
outflows and usual bids to support 73.50.

